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AN ACTIVATION-RECRUITMENT SCHEME FOR USE IN MUSCLE MODELING DAVID



A. HAWKINS*? and M. L. HULL~



*Biomechanics Laboratory, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2000 Observatory Drive, Madison, WI 53706. U.S.A. and IDepartment of Mechanical Engineering, University of California at Davis. Davis, CA 95616, U.S.A. Abstract-The derivation of a new activation-recruitment scheme and the results of a study designed to test its validity are presented. The activation scheme utilizes input data of processed surface EMG signals. muscle composition, muscle architecture, and experimentally determined activation coefficients. In the derivation, the relationship between muscle activation and muscle fiber recruitment was considered. In the experimental study, triceps muscle force was determined for isometric elbow extension tasks varying in intensity from 10 to 100% of a maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) using both a muscle model that incorporates the activation scheme, and inverse dynamics techniques. The forces calculated using the two methods were compared statistically. The modeled triceps force was not significantly different from the experimental results determined using inverse dynamics techniques for average activation levels greater than 25% of MVC. but was significantly different for activation levels less than 25% of MVC. These results lend support for use of the activation-recruitment scheme for moderate to large activation levels, and suggest that factors in addition to fiber recruitment play a role in force regulation at lower activation levels,



INTRODUCTION



Two of the greatest hindrances to predicting muscle forces in uino are the inability to determine (1) the relationship between electromyography (EMG) data and the level of muscle activation and (2) the relationships between the activation level and both the number of active motor units and the force generated per motor unit (or fiber). Many attempts have been made to derive expressions to predict muscle force based on muscle activation information. These include direct relationships between recorded electromyography data and muscle force (Zuniga and Simons, 1969; Gottlieb and Agarwal, 1971; Bigland-Ritchie, 1981) and muscle models incorporating activation parameters (Coggshall and Bekey, 1970; Stern, 1974; Zahalak et al., 1976; Hatze, 1981; Baildon and Chapman, 1983; Caldwell and Chapman, 1989). Despite these efforts, there does not exist a robust and widely accepted method for determining either muscle activation or muscle force based on electromyography data. Therefore, the objectives of this study were to (1) develop an activation-recruitment scheme for converting EMG data into muscle modeling activation variable values and (2) to test the validity of this scheme. METHODS Actitation-recruitment



scheme



Most muscle model derivations incorporate an activation variable which is used either to modify the force calculated based on muscle kinematics or to Received in~nafform 8 May 1992. f Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.



determine the number of active motor units or fibers contributing to the force. The activation scheme presented here utilizes the input data of processed surface EMG signals, muscle composition, muscle architecture, and the experimentally determined activation coefficients to calculate the activation variable values used in the muscle models of a form similar to that given in equation (1): F,=
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where F, = nai = Fri = Q=



muscle force (N), number of activated fibers of a given type i. force generated by each fiber type (N), fiber angle of pennation (deg).



In equation (1) the force generated by a muscle is expressed as the summed force of all the active fibers within each fiber pool, adjusted for fiber orientation. In this type of muscle model, muscles are assumed to be composed of three fiber pools (SO-slow-twitch oxidative, FOG-fast-twitch oxidative glycolytic, FGfast-twitch glycolytic). Activation characteristics affect the number of active fibers (nai) within each fiber pool and, possibly, the fiber force (Fu). The activation scheme presented below provides a methodology for determining ‘n,,’ based on EMG data while making some assumptions about the relationship between fiber force and activation characteristics. It was assumed that the amplitude of the processed EMG signal (e) is proportional to the level of muscle activation and, hence, the number of active fibers within the muscle. Further, to be consistent with the three-fiber-type muscle model, it was assumed that the number of fibers per motor unit within a specific fiber
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pool, and the amplitude of the action potential propagated along each of these fibers, are the same, but not necessarily the same as those from another fiber pool. Thus, increases in muscle activation causing recruitment of a motor unit from one fiber pool may have a different effect on the processed EMG signal compared to an increase in activation that causes recruitment of a motor unit from a different fiber pool. The final assumntion made was that fibers from each motor unit -are equally distributed throughout the cross-sectional area of the muscle so that changes in the EMG signal created by motor unit recruitment are not the result of differences in impedance. Based on these assumptions, the processed EMG signal amplitude may be expressed as e= f



Ci (r&i)*



(2)



areai area, area, ST ST



=6.10x lo-’ (cm’) (Costill et al., 1976), = 7.12 x 10m5 (cm2) (Costill et al., 1976), =7.12 x 10m5 (cm2) (Costill et al., 1976), = fiber specific tension (N cm - 2), =22.5 NcmV2 (Fitts, 1990, personal communication).



Expressing the change in force as a percentage of the maximum muscle force 9 (AF~F,,,)loo=(loo/F,,,)C(An,,)(F,,) +(An,z)
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Dividing equation (5) by equation (3) yields



@FnJJFmJ~=(loo/F,,)C(An,l)(F,l) +@n,,W,,) + @n,,)(F,,)l cm@ Ae Cl (An,,)+C,tAn,,)+C,(An,,) where e = processed and normalized EMG signal amplitude (percentage of maximum), nai=number of active fibers within a specific fiber pool, Ci = activation scheme constants which account for differences in fiber pool innervation ratios and variations in the amplitude of the action potential propagated along the fiber. Therefore, the change in the processed EMG signal may be expressed as a function of the change in the number of active fibers within each fiber pool, as given in equation (3). Ae= Cl (An,,) + C2 (Ana2)+ C, (An.&. (3) To complete the activation scheme derivation, the activation scheme constants were determined. These constants were determined experimentally by relating changes in muscle force (AF,,,) to changes in the processed EMG signal amplitude (de). Muscle force is regulated by changes in either the number of active fibers (recruitment) or the force generated per fiber (rate coding). It was assumed that for large limb muscles, rate coding plays only a minor role in force gradation compared to fiber recruitment. Based on this assumption and the assumptions that the fibers were activated while near their rest length, the contraction was isometric, and that the fiber force was constant after recruitment, the following relation applies:



(7)



If the muscle composition is known, then the experimental results (relating the percentage change in force to the percentage change in the processed EMG signal amplitude) may be used in conjunction with equation (7) to solve for the coefficients C,, C, and C,. For example, if predominately SO fibers are activated, then changes in the force result from changes in the number of active SO fibers. (AF,,,/F,,,nx)l~ (l~/F,,,XAn,J (F,i) cos Q Ae = Ci(Au,i) .
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Solving for Ci, C,=(l00/F,,,)(F,,)cos~/lK,,
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where K L= experimentally If predominately (AF,JF,,JlOO Ale
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FOG fibers are activated, then WWF,,3 =
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Solving for C2, C,
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where K, =experimentally And if predominately



determined (AF,,,/F,,&lOO/Ae. FG fibers are activated, then
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Solving for C,, (4) C3 =(100/F,,,)(F,,)cos~)/K,



where Fn area,



= (area3 (ST) (N), = fiber cross-sectional
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where area (cm2),



K, = experimentally



determined (AF,,,/F,,JlOO/Ae.



Activation-recruitment scheme for muscle modeling For a heterogeneous muscle, equations (8)-(13) are valid as long as the experimental values (K,, K,, K3) correspond to activation levels causing fiber recruitment from only one fiber pool. An illustration of these ideas is given in Fig. 1, with normalized EMG amplitude shown along the horizontal axis and normalized force along the vertical axis. The slopes (K ,, K1, and K3) are determined by calculating the best-fit lines for these data over three regions of normalized EMG. The three regions are selected such that changes in the EMG signal are believed to be caused exclusively by recruitment of only one fiber type. To make the activation scheme continuous, it is necessary to know explicitly the EMG amplitudes
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ec2= lOO-pcsa(pct,)(ST,)cos(D/[K,(F,,,)] = 100-pct,/(K,).
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Values for ‘n,,’ can now be defined from equation (3): for 0 
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